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… and accents yet unknown:  
Shakespeare and Other Voices 

BARBARA LALLA 
  

 

Much has been written on Shakespeare as an instrument of colonial education and as providing 

a strategy (for example in the teaching of English as a Foreign Language) for spreading cultural 

imperialism. Giselle Rampaul and Barrymore A. Bogues discuss, in a podcast of 2015, how such 

exposure to Shakespeare in the Caribbean developed through appropriation and, later, counter 

discourse; and similar discussion abounds from commentators of other regions on the role of 

Shakespeare’s work in cultural imperialism.1 Shakespeare’s location at the heart of Englishness 

made him a central author in such educational material as the Royal Readers, which were widely 

used in Caribbean schools and effectively projected the colonizer’s perspective in the region.  

 

British colonial education having installed Shakespeare at the core of instruction in culture and 

civility, it is unsurprising that on that basis alone references to his work should be strewn 

throughout cultures across the world including the Anglophone Caribbean. The nineteenth-

century art of Isaac Mendes Belisario (See Ranston) includes sketches of Jamaican actor-boys 

who frequently performed extracts from Shakespeare, often of Richard III. These extracts 

followed whatever order suited their performers rather than the order in which the extracts 

occurred in the play. And why Richard III? Perhaps he attracted Jamaicans as the facetiest of 

Shakespearean protagonists?2 

 

However that might be, later performance went beyond invoking and re-ordering to ridiculing 

Shakespeare and his work or subverting it entirely - in calypso, for example, through the 

transformation of Romeo to a conqueror of woman. (See Gordon Rohlehr 199, and Giselle 

Rampaul, “Shakespeare, Empire and the Trinidad Calypso,” 17). It was a matter of time before 

the Caribbean appropriated Shakespeare, interrogated, countered and eventually rewrote him. 

Internationally, critical approaches burgeoned especially in the 1990s – Christy Demet, Jean 

Marsden and others tracking appropriations over time; Thomas Cartelli focusing on 

appropriation in postcolonial contexts, and the Loomba and Orkin collection investigating 

Shakespeare and postcoloniality in particular. In addition, Caribbean creative writers have been 

both writing back to and rewriting Shakespeare, from Aimé Césaire in Une Tempete, to Elizabeth 

Nunez in Prospero's Daughter – all this parallel to re-writings in the metropolitan world, such as 

Margaret Atwood’s Hagseed.  
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The mood and tone of critiques and renditions have varied widely - from polite tea meetings to 

more confrontational productions in Shakespeare mas’ observed by Giselle Rampaul and Ryan 

Durgasingh in their field study in Cariacou (personal information); in intellectual reflections by  

C. L. R. James (preserved in Anna Grimshaw’s edition and discussed by Pier Paolo Frassinelli); in 

dramatization by Derek Walcott in A Branch of the Blue Nile  and in reconstructions in speculative fiction 

such as Nalo Hopkinson’s “Shift”. Giselle Rampaul has explored anticolonial and subversive 

references even as the influence of Shakespeare continues not so much as a colonial but as a 

universal force. In “Playing the Fool with Shakespeare” Rampaul considers Shakespeare and the 

carnivalesque as she traces the subversive thrust of masquerade. She demonstrates 

contestation through the puncturing of presumption and solemnity with ribaldry.  

 

In addition to these engagements, and sensitized by them, if we keep listening we begin to hear 

Shakespeare himself speaking with Other voices. At first it seems to be all our doing; we appear 

to have appropriated Shakespeare’s verse and made it our own. Nor have we been alone in 

doing this. From exploring race and racism in South Africa through productions of Othello, or 

attacking barriers of gender or creed through the explorations of cultural collision in versions of 

The Merchant of Venice, or nuancing homelessness and refugeeism in A Comedy of Errors or 

King Lear, we can look back to metropolitan appropriations in earlier days. Early twentieth-

century Germany, eager to identify with the creator of warlike characters like Henry V, had more 

difficulty with interrogations of anti-semiticism in The Merchant of Venice. But the oeuvre offers 

insights into the plights of not only Jews, but younger sons, black generals, repressed daughters, 

exiles, indigent fathers, dispossessed “natives” – a wide range of those whom Herman would 

have described as “differentiating foils in dominant identity discourses” (12). Shakespeare 

himself, through his plays, responded to the dominant identity discourses of his age in 

numerous and usually self-contradictory ways. 

 

It is this that seizes my attention as a scholar of Caribbean literary discourse and of Caribbean 

perspectives on other discourses, rather than as an expert on Shakespeare – which I do not 

pretend to be. It is the conversation we others have with Shakespeare.  

 

In avoiding overt reference to the Elizabethan court or government by re-situating his fictional 

courts, for example in Britain’s mythical past, Shakespeare unlocks the possibilities of alternative 

settings for purposes of radical social application. In unhomely Lear, as in the Jamaican madman, 

homelessness and insanity are conflated. Further, stripped of property and honour as an 

outcome of his own misguided judgment, Lear becomes a refugee in search of shelter and 

recognition, haunting borders that are likely to close more tightly in an impending war between 

close relatives. Lear wanders naked in a storm that is not only physical and political but an 

outcome of domestic violence against the elderly, of greedy children closing in on a vacuum of 

trust. And there are the other dispossessed - Shylock locked out of Christian Venice and 

eventually out of the Ghetto, Hamlet bereft of his birthright, Caliban subjugated in his own 

island. 
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How do we account for Shakespeare’s far-reaching vision and for what his texts at times reflect 

as inclusive sensibilities?  

 

Shakespeare’s knowledge of widely varying but, in important instances, hostile attitudes to 

players may have sensitized him to the exclusion and contempt which some social groups 

endured. In the decades before he wrote, players had been viewed suspiciously and operated 

most securely under the patronage of the powerful. Theatres had actually been described as 

“breeding grounds for bubonic plague, incitements to sedition, lewdness, frivolousness, time-

wasting” (Andrew Dickson, 17-18). Issues of masking and masquerade may have further 

complicated these judgements, especially in relation to attitudes associated with costume in an 

age where fabric and style were bound by legislation to specific walks of life, according to the 

sumptuary laws of the time. Under the 1533 Act for Reformation of Excess in Apparayle, 

adopting a condition of life to which one had no right had been made unlawful as well as 

politically incorrect. (See Hooper 433, 435 and 437 in relation to relevant proclamations). Fines, 

imprisonment and job loss were possible consequences. In this context of arguments against the 

theatre as erasing social boundaries, players might be reviled as usurpers, as impostors donning 

the clothes of their betters. Tanya Pollard’s introduction to Shakespeare’s Theatre describes the 

“ferocity of debates” surrounding the theatre, supporting this assessment by her collection of 

anti-theatrical texts, especially with regard to social and gender identity.3 An intense observer of 

what it meant to play the king in real life – an observer such as Hamlet in his scornful gaze at 

Claudius – would nevertheless appreciate the players’ ability to (ironically) unmask pretense 

(Hamlet 2: 2: 609). 

 

 The theme of acting runs in and out of Shakespeare’s plays, even as the theme of writing runs in 

and out of Caribbean literature. Macbeth early acknowledges the fraught glamour of borrowed 

robes (1: 3: 108-109), from which it is a short step to borrowed titles (Compare I Henry IV, 3: 

323, and see J. Leeds Barroll, 255). Prospero, his own dukedom usurped, dons the persona of 

the magician – director of the present, designer of futures. As fabricator of settings, characters 

and events, Shakespeare nevertheless draws on and extrapolates actual situations of 

Elizabethan theatre, like the widely practiced employment of boys to act the parts of women, 

and further complicates this normal aspect of Elizabethan theatre as the cross-dressing boy 

actors play cross-dressing woman characters. 

 

In exploiting or re-examining the assumptions, concerns or issues of his day, Shakespeare 

maintained the patronage of a monarch of unrestrained power before whom the playwright had 

to contrive sets of circumstances in which he could express his thoughts about the social crises 

of his time, many of which arose from ways of wielding power. How far he could go and retain 

his head on his shoulders might have exercised some thought. At any rate he recontextualizes 

the voices of protest or of a monarch’s reflection on the guilt he carries forward from his 

father’s seizure of power: “Think not upon the fault my father made in compassing the crown” 

(Henry V 4: 1: 265-66). 
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Recontextualising such concerns involves altering timeframes, shifting settings from court to 

foreign battlefields, from city to wilderness or to an earlier age or distant situation when (or 

where) blood vengeance or suicide might be a most honourable course, or the assassination of a 

power-mad ruler might be up for discussion.  

 

With all this his rootedness in his own time is never in question. The black man who kills his 

white wife must die – yet as a tragic hero by his own hand, loyal to the state of Venice; the Jew 

must convert yet not without a poignant note of how it will destroy rather than save him and 

not before he has voiced his undeniable claim to his humanity. In Twelfth Night, shipwrecked 

Viola, severed from her twin (and so bereft of her own mirror image) is silenced by her gender 

and survives only through disguise, dissembling, trickery. Shakespeare’s women resist fathers, 

uncles, brothers and would-be lovers. Marry or die they must, in the end, but first they speak 

out almost as our contemporaries.  

 

That Shakespeare foresaw his characters as contemporary with ourselves is explicit and 

unambiguous: 

How many ages hence 

Shall this our lofty scene be acted over 

In states unborn and accents yet unknown! 

 (Julius Caesar 3: 1: 111-118) 

 

This reflection speaks not only to his claim to immortality but also to the redundancy of such 

blood-letting, as well as the unavoidability of it in developing states that proliferate down the 

ages. Indeed that is perhaps the point: the revolutionary cause and its requirements for survival 

will recur in state after state, debated by voice after voice - a polyphony in which the claim to 

liberty will be the same whatever language it is set to. And the hands raised will be bloodied. 

Bloodied hands in Shakespeare’s plays convey different messages – guilt in Macbeth but, in 

Julius Caesar, rather an acknowledged responsibility where the hands are not washed of blood 

but washed in blood, blood that has been shed, according to those whose hands are red, not for 

self-advancement but for a cause. True at least in Brutus’s case - sacrificial blood. Yet, ultimately 

this shedding of blood brings no final resolution: it merely partakes of an unending replay of the 

scene in actual life, time and place after time and place. After Cassius glorifies their act by 

invoking its re-enactment down the ages and in multiple accents, Brutus interrogates their 

position that bloodshed constitutes a solution rather than a spectacle: “How many times shall 

Caesar bleed in sport” (3: 1: 114).  

 

Moreover, in pretending to make one with them (“Let each man render me his bloody hand” 3: 

1: 184), Antony both literally and metaphorically gathers them into his palm. He follows this 

performance with his oath to Caesar and a prophecy of his own, that Caesar’s spirit “Shall in 

these confines, with a monarch’s voice Cry havoc,” (3: 1: 272-73) wreaking widespread 

bloodshed but also rendering useless the assassination that was to prevent Caesar from being 
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crowned king. Antony even attributes to Caesar the formula by which a monarch would call 

forth unrestrained slaughter, ruin and plunder (cry havoc). Antony locates this scene that he has 

summoned up “in these confines”, presumably the Elizabethan theatre, yet through his implied 

pun on the Globe, perhaps re-materialising beyond that nation over centuries to come. 

 

The theme of re-enactment not only extends through the play but reaches beyond it into 

Shakespeare’s other work. In Hamlet, Polonius claims a transitory identity as an actor: “I did 

enact Julius Caesar: I was kill’d i’ the Capitol; Brutus killed me” (3: 2: 108). The unperceptive 

councillor probes no further than the event, neither into motive nor consequence, enabling the 

dramatic irony of his insensitivity to the issues of regicide that pervade the court at Elsinor and 

foreshadow his own end. 

 

Looking beyond his own circumstances Shakespeare invites new and alternative ways of 

articulating (as a timeless concern) the exercise of power or resistance to such power, and in 

this way he calls forth our replaying of his work in Other accents. What cries out to be 

investigated are those mechanisms through which Shakespeare projects himself to a future 

audience. Quite apart from our appropriation of Shakespeare there remain to be teased out 

Shakespeare’s negotiations with our appropriations.  

 

His reach should occasion no surprise. He rarely situates his plays in sixteenth- to seventeenth-

century London. Darryll Grantly notes that plays set in London at this time are often nominally, 

often just topographically referenced (7, 26). Janette Dillon notes that in drama of the day 

London provided a sense of the spaces of everyday life although these might be drawn on more 

for “low life settings” (5). There are London references to make Shakespeare’s scenes close and 

familiar when required, but this is not projected as the location from which he speaks any more 

than it is the usual setting he explicitly puts forward as the context of his events.  

 

Nor, for the most part, does he overtly operate from his own country’s expanding empire. 

Because he lays claim to situations distant from his own time and place, there is infinite 

potential for audiences to infer widely differing settings. Perhaps it was by situating himself as 

detached from the fixations and perceptions of the court it was so crucial for him to please that 

he could shadow forth his own society as a developing one, could conceive of possible 

alternatives and, so, could project the concerns of his time through variations of the court as 

official governments in Rome, Denmark, or Troy, or unofficial but de facto governments in the 

forest of Arden. 

 

Through all this, Shakespeare demonstrates his awareness of the social realities around him 

even where these realities are not overtly presented as thematically central. His attention to 

sensitive issues is neither simplifying nor reductive but tends, as Robin Headlam Wells suggests, 

more to a “dialectic of ironies and ambivalences” (9). Of these, expansionism is little portrayed 

explicitly, although the Bermuda reference in The Tempest speaks to this project. Rhonda 
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Harrison argues, however, that the Caribbean was central to the making of English identity, was 

crucial to inventing “the version of Englishness suitable to the imperial man” (35). But perhaps 

the circumstances of nation development in which he operated sensitized Shakespeare in ways 

that nuance his vision of the imperial. Shakespeare’s plays put forward propositions about 

resistance to power, by framing these propositions in alternative worlds – other states, past 

ages, possible greenworlds (forests or islands somewhere).  

 

And this makes possible his temporal stunts - Shakespeare implanting himself in the future as a 

spectral presence, observing states unborn as other possible worlds of his imagination. Perhaps 

his procession of alternative settings enabled these diverse worlds to be occasionally glimpsed 

one from the other? Not least because Shakespeare’s other worlds include his own personal 

world – the stage – life as a figment of imagination, a production on stage, but, also, his artistic 

production as a stage of something unfixed and evolving. 

 

In conceiving of productions of his work in the distant future, Shakespeare had no hold over 

scenery, costuming, expenditure on props, possibilities of censorship, or whatever decision 

might be made (in states unborn) regarding what others might omit or insert into his plays to 

suit the temper of an Other audience. Yet he constructed his work in such a way that it might fit 

anywhere.  

 

The conflicted and colliding cultures of the future operated cumulatively – like some Master of 

the Revels – to be seen through, wooed, hoodwinked or exploited so that Shakespearean drama 

might always and everywhere be in demand not only as models of civilized culture or as colonial 

imposition but as fonts of immediately pertinent insight into some locally evolving social crisis. 

In this way an Indian production of Romeo and Juliet in the year of Independence plays out the 

tragedy of lovers from separate feuding factions, speaking to audiences in the violent 

turbulence of partition (compare Dickson 215). Writerly questions abound, like, how did he 

throw his voices and the visions he summoned up into a future where they would fit – what 

were his mechanisms for this projection to terra incognita? 

 

Although Shakespeare was firmly rooted in his time, clearly addressing his aristocratic audience 

as well as those in the pit, there is every indication that he did not see himself as limited to his 

time and place. Certainly Shakespeare took note of the marking of boundaries and he unsettled 

these in ways we arrogantly claim as modern. Fairclough identifies one important aspect in 

recent transformations in social life as that of social difference, such that “the salience of 

particular social identities (be it those of women, of lesbians, of ethnic groups, and so forth) had 

become more profound” (location 967).Centuries before such definitions, Shakespeare testifies 

to this “salience of particular identities” - which we in the Caribbean have so intimately 

experienced, with our dynamic of colliding ethnic groups, unsilencing women, protesting 

workers, intermarryings across races and creeds.  
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Shakespeare brings together different levels of society on the eve of Agincourt for philosophical 

pondering on ethics and morality in government, in the voice of the common soldier, and for 

contemplations on the consequences of political decisions (like regicide) in the haunted 

conscience of the king who has inherited stolen power. Shakespeare puts into words 

consequences of war (just or unjust) such as the collateral slaughter of children, or the 

hardening sensibilities of citizens inured to blood (“mothers shall but smile when they behold 

their children quartered by the hands of war” (Julius Caesar 3: 1: 283). Hegemony, says 

Fairclough, “entails achieving a measure of success in projecting certain particulars as 

universals” (967) and it is against a background of Elizabethan and Jamesian hegemony that 

Shakespeare makes salient those particular social identities that refute the universality of 

hegemonic values.   

 

Carole Levin and John Watkins consider how Shakespeare explores the experience of being an 

outsider in a dominant culture:  

This kind of theatre reinforces an exclusionary model of the nation in which 

those ‘native here and to the manner born’ define themselves as native through 

the continual castigation of others as foreign. This is always a two-fold process 

involving the stigmatization not only of foreign nationals but of groups and 

individuals who do not conform to an idealized set of norms constituting a 

fundamental but never fully defined Englishness. (9) 

Where does Shakespeare stand in relation to us? How does he treat with distance, with the 

unknown, the not yet; from what angle of viewing does he conceive our future existence? In 

writing on the issues of his time while defamiliarizing setting, he seems able to detach himself 

from inflexible positions and so to contemplate spatial, temporal, attitudinal and ideological 

difference, to open himself to the idea of unfixity so as to accommodate dual or multiple 

intersecting visions. In projecting transnational identities he proves himself able to project 

(though not necessarily position himself with) the view point of the indigenous islander, the 

bartered woman, the folk, the common soldier critiquing the king. In this way he interrogates 

politically correct positions of his time and conveys multiple and contradictory ways of knowing. 

So his plays remain ultimately, stubbornly, unresolvable.  

 

Shakespeare’s work defies closure in that the “othering” is persistently mutual; his drama 

enables obstinate fluctuation in the balance of sympathy towards Shylock and Antonio. The 

starting point and conclusion of Levin and Watkins’ extensive investigation of the foreign in 

Shakespeare cohere around Portia’s question: “Which is the merchant and which is the Jew?” 

(Merchant of Venice 4: 1: 174.) However hard we try now to avoid binarism and to achieve non-

oppositional relations between identity and alterity, Shakespeare sets up these oppositions - but 

only to persistently undermine them. Events are similarly unresolvable because of their 

recurrence through plays, between plays, between productions across time – like the washing of 

hands (Pilate’s by indirect allusion, Lady Macbeth’s before our eyes, the Roman conspirators 

over Caesar’s wounds in his own and later productions, repeating themselves through states 
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unborn). Whether this washing is to dismiss, cleanse from or immerse the self in responsibility 

such hands recur to be bloodied in future events.  

 

The scenes to be forever re-enacted will unfold not only as dramatic performance but as actual 

events – the violent resistance to tyranny – a perpetual seepage not only of real life dramatized 

but of the drama of actual events with all their messiness of conflicted conscience and rippling 

social chaos. Dickson reminds us that in his rendition of Brutus, John Wilkes Booth would have 

quoted from Julius Caesar - “O that we then could come by Caesar’s spirit And not dismember 

Caesar, but alas Caesar must bleed for it” (2: 1: 169-71) - at some point before he actually set off 

to Ford’s theatre to shoot Abraham Lincoln in the back of his head (117). 

 

One of the ways in which Shakespeare achieves such reach is by messing with narrative levels: 

contradictions in time and other anti-narrative effects support his embrace of other times, 

states and accents. Shakespeare contrives settings that amount to alternative environments of 

such profound psychological depth that readers can entirely immerse themselves. The fact that 

these other settings are unfamiliar plays into his prophecy of future audiences but, also, the fact 

that such future worlds are unknown to Shakespeare, and are speculated on rather than 

invented, extends their capacity infinitely.  “A necessary consequence of the fact that fictional 

worlds are human constructs is their incompleteness,” according to Doležel, so “incompleteness 

is a universal extensional property of the fictional world structuring” (169). Thus, an audience of 

the future is presented with gaps, to fill from their own experience and according to what is 

relevant to them. The author has exercised his choice about which facts to install regarding his 

selected settings and which to leave for the audience to infer, a choice that accommodates 

varied interpretation. By installing Antonio’s devotion to Bassanio, and Bassanio’s determination 

to marry, but not the reason for Antonio’s sadness which is underscored and left hanging, 

Shakespeare puts forward a gap – a space in which to wonder about the nature of Antonio’s 

love.  

 

In productions later and elsewhere, the reader’s processing brings to bear other facts and 

circumstances that were not available to Shakespeare but merely unknowns accommodated by 

his willingness to leave room for his universal topicality, for potentialities – proto worlds rather 

than other worlds. His unknown audience or future rewriters may fill out such gaps in the 

cultural context of their own time and place. Elsewhere I have argued that formulations of the 

New World in traditional literature involve speculative writing in some ways comparable to 

science fiction. In a discussion of Dickens’s treatment of the New World, for example, I 

suggested that the Caribbean was equated with the ends of the earth, relegated to the 

imaginary, to the physically, morally and spiritually remote, an unknowable and dangerous 

space (“Dickens and Others” 26).  

 

In the very moments of setting up these alternative spaces that practically scream “elsewhere”, 

and of imagining another audience, Shakespeare effects his intrepid unfastening of all that seals 
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narrative and drama into the realm of the imaginary. Ray Sommer’s discussion of a narratology 

of drama points to the ways in which Shakespeare’s metatemporal accounts bring different text 

and stage times into confrontation (123). Shakespeare demonstrates a reflexivity in which 

storytelling is part of the story told, as in Prospero’s recapitulation of his exile, Hamlet’s 

direction to Horatio to tell his story, and so on. Moreover, there is not only an implied narrative 

behind the play (the story and its mechanisms of delivery) but actual foregrounding of the fact 

that there is a narrative. The outcome is that the narrative becomes a cognitive instrument for 

confusing the distinction between fiction and truth.  

 

Shakespeare’s actual context, the Elizabethan world, and his forecast complement each other in 

ways that invite appropriation or backchat, and in a sense this drama is performative. Doležel 

shows that while fictional sentences lack truth value the fictional text is performative in being 

world constructing. Julius Caesar has ever been popular as a republican play, for example in 

latter eighteenth-century America, infused with the cause of independence. At the same time, 

within Shakespeare’s plays themselves, the discourse of those in resistance is itself subverted, 

King Lear’s song to that of the clown or lunatic (4: 6: 170 -76) and Ophelia’s to unchaste verse (4: 

5: 46-53), Rosalind’s pronouncements to riddles (3: 2: 326-61) and Caliban’s acquired language 

to curses (1: 2: 365-67). Macbeth’s career, and life itself - already rewritten to fit a Jamesian 

agenda - is dismissed as a tale told by an idiot (5: 5: 27). Beatrice’s yearning to express her fury 

can only find tongue in terms of violence judged honourable in a man: “I would eat his heart in 

the marketplace” (Much Ado About Nothing 4: 1: 303). Othello’s claim to rational, attractive and 

civilized discourse inverts the type of persuasion likely to be expected of him: “this only is the 

witchcraft I have used” (1: 3: 169).  

 

The playwright was forced to negotiate a dialectic of repression and resistance. Even as the 

expanding empire of the time provided a frame through which to glimpse other possible worlds 

he could also be caught up in a pervading nationalistic fervour that fuelled independent 

thought. It may be that these colliding circumstances prompted Shakespeare’s sensitivity to 

other voices4, to the interfacing dialects in embattled camps (Henry V, 3: 2), to the affectation of 

Tybalt (Romeo and Juliet II. iv. 20); to stilted efforts by a French princess to acquire the language 

of the regime likely to conquer her father (Henry V, 3: 4); to the ramblings of homeless lunatics 

such as Edgar pretends to be (2: 3: 5-14) or Lear fears to become (3: 2: 67-73); and to the curses 

of disenfranchised “savages” like Caliban (1: 2: 365-66). 

 

If subsequent counter discourse and rewriting have produced a constellation of texts there is no 

reason to suppose that Shakespeare was a blind and passive player in the unfolding drama of his 

drama, down the ages. But what did he have in view? Some “better” world? Simon Palfrey 

claims that Shakespeare’s possible worlds have little or nothing to do with utopias but, rather, 

with travel across space and time, his “heterocosmic imagination” producing work 

“symptomatic of an age in which worlds and perspectives were multiplying” (6).   
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Via myth we construct attempts to understand the world; via memory we draw up fragments 

for reassembling the past; via world construction we propose alternative explanations or 

outcomes, some radically unlike any yet in existence  “There will be many Shakespeares,” warns 

a Russian theatre director, “You must make them be unrecognizable” (Dickson, location 331).  

 

Just as his European or green worlds both shadow forth and sidestep what might be 

unspeakable in seventeenth-century London, Shakespeare’s constructed worlds testify to the 

alternative possibilities in states unborn. Palfrey underscores the truth of anachronism, of how 

every play is “written for the future”, and Doležel says that “fiction thrives on the contingency of 

worlds, emphatically asserted by the idea of possible worlds: every world and every entity in the 

world could be or could have been different from what it is. . . Every fictional world, however 

canonical, however authoritative, however habitualized, can be changed, can be replaced by an 

alternative world” (222). Shakespeare played on and to these alternative worlds, as much as on 

and to his own. 

 

 

 

 

End Notes  

 

1. Formal and less formal studies and comments abound. See for example Dan Venning 

and Emer O’Toole. Relevant arguments on linguistic imperialism are also informative. 

See Robert Phillipson, 250.  

 

2. In discussing essential characteristics of Caribbean discourse I have suggested facetiness 

as a crucial feature, in “The Facetiness Factor,” in Caribbean Literary Discourse, edited 

by Barbara Lalla, Jean D’Costa and Velma Pollard, 232-49. See also Cassidy and LePage, 

Dictionary of Jamaican English, which defines facetiness as “impudence, rudeness.” 

 

3. Peter Hyland, too, discusses issues of players’ disguises in relation to sumptuary laws 

and transgressions of social boundaries. Compare E. K. Chambers 199, 203 on criticism 

of players dressing above their station, and S. Keenan on sumptuary laws in relation to 

excesses in apparel (21). 

 

4. In demystifying Shakespeare’s virtuosity, David Crystal reminds us that Shakespeare 

writes in one of the most lexically inventive periods of the language (9). 
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